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Understanding Atmospheric Dispersion of Accidental ReleasesJohn Wiley & Sons, 1995
As introduction to the subject of this document, dispersion from accidental releases encompasses many different aspects. It includes the methods of classical air pollution modeling used in estimating the dispersion of dilute air pollutants, but also encompasses the more complex physics of dense-vapor and high-momentum releases, boiling and...

		

Building IBM: Shaping an Industry and Its TechnologyMIT Press, 1995

	Beginning with the company's origins in the punched-card technology of the late nineteenth century, this wellresearched volume tells how IBM became so rapidly the dominant company in the computer industry. In doing so, it provides refreshing new insights on the origins and development of that industry.

	

	The unique...


		

Introduction to Distributed AlgorithmsCambridge University Press, 1995

	The lower cost and increased flexibility and availability of computer networks means that they are rapidly replacing centralized 'mainframes'. The implementation of networked systems and the control of applications running in them require, however, the design of new techniques and methods: collectively known as distributed algorithms....






		

Schaum's Outline of Signals and SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 1995
This powerful study guide gives you 571 problems in signals and systems, fully solved step-by-step! From SchaumÕs, the original study guide, and studentsÕ favorite with over 30 million guides soldÑthis solution-packed timesaver helps you master every type of problem you will face on your tests, from simple questions on linear...

		

The Designer's Guide to SPICE and Spectre® (The Designer's Guide Book Series)Springer, 1995
The Designer's Guide to SPICE and Spectre® is an  in-depth guide to circuit simulators from a designer's perspective:  the pitfalls of circuit simulation, such as convergence and accuracy  problems, are explained in terms a circuit designer is comfortable  with. The book gives designers insight into why these problems occur  and how to...

		

The Ap Professional Graphics Cd-Rom LibraryAcademic Press, 1995
This volume attempts to continue along the path blazed by the first two volumes of this series, capturing the spirit of the creative graphics programmer. Each of the Gems represents a carefully crafted technique or idea that has proven useful for the respective author. These contributors have graciously allowed these ideas to be shared with you....





		

Vaguely Defined Objects: Representations, Fuzzy Sets and Nonclassical Cardinality theorySpringer, 1995
This unique monograph explores the cardinal, or quantitative,  aspects of objects in the presence of vagueness, called vaguely  defined objects.   In the first part of the book such topics as fuzzy sets and derivative  ideas, twofold fuzzy sets, and flow sets are concisely reviewed as  typical mathematical representations of vaguely defined...

		

Applied Cryptography: Protocols, Algorithms, and Source Code in C, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 1995

	There are two kinds of cryptography in this world: cryptography that will stop your kid sister from
	reading your files, and cryptography that will stop major governments from reading your files. This
	book is about the latter.


	If I take a letter, lock it in a safe, hide the safe somewhere in New York, then tell you to read the...


		

VBScript in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 1995

	
		Microsoft's Visual Basic Scripting Edition (VBScript), a subset of Visual Basic for Applications, is a powerful language for Internet application development, where it can serve as a scripting language for server-side Internet applications (i.e., Active Server Pages), and client-side web pages. It can also be used for system...







		

Linux Network Administrator's GuideO'Reilly, 1995
Linux, a UNIX-compatible operating system that runs on personal computers, is a pinnacle within the free software movement. It is based on a kernel developed by Finnish student Linus Torvalds and is distributed on the Net or on low-cost disks, along with a complete set of UNIX libraries, popular free software utilities, and traditional layered...

		

Mastering Turbo AssemblerSams Publishing, 1995
Written by nationally known, best-selling author Tom Swan, this book provides a complete introduction to programming as well as thorough coverage of intermediate and advanced topics.

Programmers are always arguing about which language is the best. Try to win C programmers over to Pascal and they'll tell you to go eat quiche. Try to get...

		

Underwater Acoustic Modeling: Principles, techniques and applicationsTaylor & Francis, 1995
The subject of underwater acoustic modeling deals with the translation of our physical understanding of sound in the sea into mathematical formulas solvable by computers. This book divides the subject of underwater acoustic modeling into three fundamental aspects: the physical principles used to formulate underwater acoustic models; the...
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